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Balak 5777 

Bilaam RabbeinuBilaam RabbeinuBilaam RabbeinuBilaam Rabbeinu    
Our Sages teach that Bilaam had a level of prophecy that was as great as that of Moshe Rabbeinu, Moses, Our Sages teach that Bilaam had a level of prophecy that was as great as that of Moshe Rabbeinu, Moses, Our Sages teach that Bilaam had a level of prophecy that was as great as that of Moshe Rabbeinu, Moses, Our Sages teach that Bilaam had a level of prophecy that was as great as that of Moshe Rabbeinu, Moses, 
OuOuOuOur Teacher. Thr Teacher. Thr Teacher. Thr Teacher. This is is is wawawawas so s so s so s so the nations of the world the nations of the world the nations of the world the nations of the world ccccould not claim that had they had a great pould not claim that had they had a great pould not claim that had they had a great pould not claim that had they had a great prophet like rophet like rophet like rophet like 
Moshe they would have accepted the Torah and been worthy of choosing HaShem as their GMoshe they would have accepted the Torah and been worthy of choosing HaShem as their GMoshe they would have accepted the Torah and been worthy of choosing HaShem as their GMoshe they would have accepted the Torah and been worthy of choosing HaShem as their G----d. However, d. However, d. However, d. However, 
just because he was “their” prophet, doesn’t mean we can’t take a few lessons ourselves.just because he was “their” prophet, doesn’t mean we can’t take a few lessons ourselves.just because he was “their” prophet, doesn’t mean we can’t take a few lessons ourselves.just because he was “their” prophet, doesn’t mean we can’t take a few lessons ourselves.    As it says in Pireki As it says in Pireki As it says in Pireki As it says in Pireki 
Avos: Avos: Avos: Avos: ““““Who is wise? He who learns from everyone.Who is wise? He who learns from everyone.Who is wise? He who learns from everyone.Who is wise? He who learns from everyone.””””    

Let’s start with the fact that though Bilaam had prophecLet’s start with the fact that though Bilaam had prophecLet’s start with the fact that though Bilaam had prophecLet’s start with the fact that though Bilaam had prophecy as great as Moshey as great as Moshey as great as Moshey as great as Moshe,,,,    he was definitely a much he was definitely a much he was definitely a much he was definitely a much 
different leader than Moshe was. While Moshe exhorted his people to reach for spiritual heights, Bilaam different leader than Moshe was. While Moshe exhorted his people to reach for spiritual heights, Bilaam different leader than Moshe was. While Moshe exhorted his people to reach for spiritual heights, Bilaam different leader than Moshe was. While Moshe exhorted his people to reach for spiritual heights, Bilaam 
taught them to focus on enjoying life. When there was an opportunity for inspiration when the Torah was taught them to focus on enjoying life. When there was an opportunity for inspiration when the Torah was taught them to focus on enjoying life. When there was an opportunity for inspiration when the Torah was taught them to focus on enjoying life. When there was an opportunity for inspiration when the Torah was 
gigigigiven and the whole world knew something big was happening, Bilaam told them to ignore it as it was just Gven and the whole world knew something big was happening, Bilaam told them to ignore it as it was just Gven and the whole world knew something big was happening, Bilaam told them to ignore it as it was just Gven and the whole world knew something big was happening, Bilaam told them to ignore it as it was just G----d d d d 
giving the Torah to the Jews and had nothing to do with them. giving the Torah to the Jews and had nothing to do with them. giving the Torah to the Jews and had nothing to do with them. giving the Torah to the Jews and had nothing to do with them.     

We learn from here that just because one has great ability does not mean he is great. We learn from here that just because one has great ability does not mean he is great. We learn from here that just because one has great ability does not mean he is great. We learn from here that just because one has great ability does not mean he is great. Wealth, intelligence, or Wealth, intelligence, or Wealth, intelligence, or Wealth, intelligence, or 
strength are only vehicles for greatness but if misused, they may render one even less worthy than one who strength are only vehicles for greatness but if misused, they may render one even less worthy than one who strength are only vehicles for greatness but if misused, they may render one even less worthy than one who strength are only vehicles for greatness but if misused, they may render one even less worthy than one who 
never had those advantages. To quote Uncle Ben, “With great power comes great responsibility.” Bilaam never had those advantages. To quote Uncle Ben, “With great power comes great responsibility.” Bilaam never had those advantages. To quote Uncle Ben, “With great power comes great responsibility.” Bilaam never had those advantages. To quote Uncle Ben, “With great power comes great responsibility.” Bilaam 
taught us what can haptaught us what can haptaught us what can haptaught us what can happen when a person squanders his or her gifts.pen when a person squanders his or her gifts.pen when a person squanders his or her gifts.pen when a person squanders his or her gifts.    

WWWWhen hen hen hen BalakBalakBalakBalak’’’’s messengerss messengerss messengerss messengers    came to him, Bilaam told them to remain overnight and in the morning he would came to him, Bilaam told them to remain overnight and in the morning he would came to him, Bilaam told them to remain overnight and in the morning he would came to him, Bilaam told them to remain overnight and in the morning he would 
tell them what Gtell them what Gtell them what Gtell them what G----d had said to him. From this we learn how powerful our relationship wd had said to him. From this we learn how powerful our relationship wd had said to him. From this we learn how powerful our relationship wd had said to him. From this we learn how powerful our relationship with Gith Gith Gith G----d can be. Even d can be. Even d can be. Even d can be. Even 
though Bilaam was wicked, he knew that Gthough Bilaam was wicked, he knew that Gthough Bilaam was wicked, he knew that Gthough Bilaam was wicked, he knew that G----d was constantly involved with his life and would “weigh in” on d was constantly involved with his life and would “weigh in” on d was constantly involved with his life and would “weigh in” on d was constantly involved with his life and would “weigh in” on 
his proposed trip. We must always remember that HaShem loves us and is speaking to us all the time. We his proposed trip. We must always remember that HaShem loves us and is speaking to us all the time. We his proposed trip. We must always remember that HaShem loves us and is speaking to us all the time. We his proposed trip. We must always remember that HaShem loves us and is speaking to us all the time. We 
just need to train ourselvejust need to train ourselvejust need to train ourselvejust need to train ourselves to hear it.s to hear it.s to hear it.s to hear it.    

The last lesson we’ll take from Bilaam for now is that HaShem is running the worldThe last lesson we’ll take from Bilaam for now is that HaShem is running the worldThe last lesson we’ll take from Bilaam for now is that HaShem is running the worldThe last lesson we’ll take from Bilaam for now is that HaShem is running the world    asasasas    His complete control His complete control His complete control His complete control 
is is is is spectacularly highlighted spectacularly highlighted spectacularly highlighted spectacularly highlighted in this Parsha. Bilaam wantin this Parsha. Bilaam wantin this Parsha. Bilaam wantin this Parsha. Bilaam wantedededed    to curse the Jews to curse the Jews to curse the Jews to curse the Jews 
and make a lot of money doing it, but Gand make a lot of money doing it, but Gand make a lot of money doing it, but Gand make a lot of money doing it, but G----d dd dd dd dididididn’t let him. He n’t let him. He n’t let him. He n’t let him. He told Bilaamtold Bilaamtold Bilaamtold Bilaam    
not to go but Bilaam not to go but Bilaam not to go but Bilaam not to go but Bilaam wawawawas stubborn and ws stubborn and ws stubborn and ws stubborn and wantantantantedededed    things his way. things his way. things his way. things his way.     

HaShem saHaShem saHaShem saHaShem saidididid, “OK, just try it.” Bilaam , “OK, just try it.” Bilaam , “OK, just try it.” Bilaam , “OK, just try it.” Bilaam hadhadhadhad    Balak offer sacrifices, as if Balak offer sacrifices, as if Balak offer sacrifices, as if Balak offer sacrifices, as if trying trying trying trying 
totototo    bribe Gbribe Gbribe Gbribe G----dddd    by by by by throwing a few throwing a few throwing a few throwing a few offerings His way. Then offerings His way. Then offerings His way. Then offerings His way. Then BilaamBilaamBilaamBilaam    openopenopenopenedededed    his his his his 
mouth and cmouth and cmouth and cmouth and couldnouldnouldnouldn’t utter any curses. ’t utter any curses. ’t utter any curses. ’t utter any curses. What What What What aboutaboutaboutabout    free will?free will?free will?free will?    

Bilaam had free will and he chose to curse the Jews. However, HaShem said Bilaam had free will and he chose to curse the Jews. However, HaShem said Bilaam had free will and he chose to curse the Jews. However, HaShem said Bilaam had free will and he chose to curse the Jews. However, HaShem said 
it was not to be, so even though Bilaam made his choice, he wasn’t allowed it was not to be, so even though Bilaam made his choice, he wasn’t allowed it was not to be, so even though Bilaam made his choice, he wasn’t allowed it was not to be, so even though Bilaam made his choice, he wasn’t allowed 
to follow through on it. If Gto follow through on it. If Gto follow through on it. If Gto follow through on it. If G----d’s will could be thwarted simply d’s will could be thwarted simply d’s will could be thwarted simply d’s will could be thwarted simply by by by by someonesomeonesomeonesomeone    
doing what doing what doing what doing what they shouldnthey shouldnthey shouldnthey shouldn’’’’tttt, then wh, then wh, then wh, then why call him Gy call him Gy call him Gy call him G----dddd? ? ? ?     

Rather, everything that happens is decreed in Heaven and if a person is able to follow through on their evil Rather, everything that happens is decreed in Heaven and if a person is able to follow through on their evil Rather, everything that happens is decreed in Heaven and if a person is able to follow through on their evil Rather, everything that happens is decreed in Heaven and if a person is able to follow through on their evil 
intentions it’s only because it is part of the plan HaShem already made.intentions it’s only because it is part of the plan HaShem already made.intentions it’s only because it is part of the plan HaShem already made.intentions it’s only because it is part of the plan HaShem already made.    This begs the question: This begs the question: This begs the question: This begs the question: ““““If everything If everything If everything If everything 
is preis preis preis pre----ordained, how can I be punished for my actions?ordained, how can I be punished for my actions?ordained, how can I be punished for my actions?ordained, how can I be punished for my actions?””””    

The answer is quite simple. The answer is quite simple. The answer is quite simple. The answer is quite simple. We are held accountable noWe are held accountable noWe are held accountable noWe are held accountable not for the negativt for the negativt for the negativt for the negative act itselfe act itselfe act itselfe act itself, but for the , but for the , but for the , but for the choice, choice, choice, choice, 
willingness and desire to do the action. We are liable for the consequences of the actions, willingness and desire to do the action. We are liable for the consequences of the actions, willingness and desire to do the action. We are liable for the consequences of the actions, willingness and desire to do the action. We are liable for the consequences of the actions, though they would though they would though they would though they would 
have happened otherwise, because we accept ownership of them by doing the act that brought them about.have happened otherwise, because we accept ownership of them by doing the act that brought them about.have happened otherwise, because we accept ownership of them by doing the act that brought them about.have happened otherwise, because we accept ownership of them by doing the act that brought them about.    

At the end of the day, Bilaam learned that all his efforts to go against GAt the end of the day, Bilaam learned that all his efforts to go against GAt the end of the day, Bilaam learned that all his efforts to go against GAt the end of the day, Bilaam learned that all his efforts to go against G----d were futile, that he could not enrich d were futile, that he could not enrich d were futile, that he could not enrich d were futile, that he could not enrich 
himself through a means Ghimself through a means Ghimself through a means Ghimself through a means G----d didn’t sanction, and that he was truly powerless. He therefore tried to focus his d didn’t sanction, and that he was truly powerless. He therefore tried to focus his d didn’t sanction, and that he was truly powerless. He therefore tried to focus his d didn’t sanction, and that he was truly powerless. He therefore tried to focus his 
efforts on pleasing HaShem butefforts on pleasing HaShem butefforts on pleasing HaShem butefforts on pleasing HaShem but    his motivation was still selfhis motivation was still selfhis motivation was still selfhis motivation was still self----serving and therefore rebuffed. serving and therefore rebuffed. serving and therefore rebuffed. serving and therefore rebuffed. Our last lesson Our last lesson Our last lesson Our last lesson 
from Bilaam is that we should focus our efforts on serving HaShem, living as He directs us to live, and from Bilaam is that we should focus our efforts on serving HaShem, living as He directs us to live, and from Bilaam is that we should focus our efforts on serving HaShem, living as He directs us to live, and from Bilaam is that we should focus our efforts on serving HaShem, living as He directs us to live, and 
through that we will find our efforts bearing the fruit of sweet successthrough that we will find our efforts bearing the fruit of sweet successthrough that we will find our efforts bearing the fruit of sweet successthrough that we will find our efforts bearing the fruit of sweet success....    
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Forever Sensitive – Rabbi Label Lam 

It's a big wonder that the Bilaam and the Moabites (sounds like a rock band) successfully conspired to 
ensnare even part of a "Holy Nation". What led them to believe that such a seductive strategy would 
be affective against a "Priestly People"? 

Someone asked in a Q/A session a similar question. "Rabbi, since I started learning Torah I feel even 
more vulnerable in certain areas. There are places I used to go in "The City" and I remained 
unaffected. Now I'm afraid to go there. Who knows what it might do to me?! Shouldn't it be the other 
way around? Shouldn't I be more morally secure now that I'm learning?" 

One of the rabbis answered with the following personal account. He said that he had been walking 
past some street in Israel where there was a crew of men repairing a broken sewage line. It was 
extremely repulsive. He felt he had to run quickly past this place to distance himself from the 
disgusting smell. As he was hurrying by, a bell sounded and the men working there stopped abruptly 
and took out their lunch boxes and proceeded to eat right there. He was sickened but they were 
unaffected because they were already used to it. How does that help us? 

The Talmud tells us that the greater one is the greater is his negative inclination. (Tractate Sukkah 
52) How so? Maybe, now we can partly understand it. A clean white garment can become more 
easily soiled and wrinkled than an already soiled one. What's the other option? Should one wear a 
shirt which is ruined just to avoid the hazard of dirtying it or the aggravation of having to set it straight 
again? Of course not! It doesn't work that way for clothing or for human beings. 

In spite of the risks it's better to remain spiritually and emotionally clean and sensitive. We can simply 
enjoy the wholesome pleasures of life when our senses are fine tuned. However, when the old 
synapses are overloaded from all too frequent firings the person tends to look for more unhealthy and 
eventually self-destructive activities just to feel the sensations of being alive. 

About this the Piazetzna Rav wrote, "The human soul relishes sensation, not only if it is a pleasant 
feeling but the very feeling of stimulation. Sooner sadness or some 
deep pain rather than boredom of non-stimulation. People will watch 
distressing scenes and listen to heartrending stories just to get 
stimulation. Such is human nature and a need of the soul, just like all 
its other needs and natures. So he who is clever will fulfill this need 
with passionate prayer and Torah learning. But the soul whose divine 
service is without emotion will have to find its stimulation elsewhere. It 
will either be driven to cheap, even forbidden sensation or will become 
emotionally sick from a lack of stimulation." 

Bilaam and the Moabites understood that if some could be distracted 
they would be easier and more vulnerable targets because of their 

heightened sensitivity. The best defense, though, is not to become sensually dull because that only 
lures the individual further beyond the original battle lines and deeper into the filth of the enemy 
territory. The secret is to learn the fine art of sipping goodness and reveling in the holy to remain 
forever sensitive. 

 

 
FACEBUKER SHABBOS TABLE TALKING POINTS 

We always face Anti-Semitism and we are afraid of the nations of the world. The truth is, we shouldn’t 
be. Bilaam wanted to curse us and G-d prevented him from doing so. What actually began the downfall of 
the Jews was that they sinned with the daughters of Moab which led to idolatry. 

The Kli Yakar writes that Anti-Semitism comes (in his times) from Jews who put on airs, spend more 
than they have and build beautiful houses that make people stare. This causes jealousy and anti-Semitism. 

DISCUSS AT YOUR TABLE: It would seem clear from here that the scourge of Anti-Semitism isn’t something 
that comes from outside, but rather it comes from acts that we commit or choices we make. 

If we are persecuted, we need to think about the fact that we did it to ourselves and ask how we can fix things. 

 


